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Abstract

This paper reviews split-cycle internal combustion (IC) engine designs. The review includes historical work, assessment of prototypes and discussion of the most recent designs. There has been an abundance of split-cycle engine designs proposed since the first in 1872. Despite this, very few prototypes exist, and no split-cycle engines are reported to be in series production. The few split-cycle prototypes that have been developed have faced practical challenges contributing to limited performance. These challenges include air flow restrictions into the expansion cylinder, late combustion, thermal management issues, and mechanical challenges with the crossover valve actuation mechanism. The main promoted advantage of split-cycle engines is the increased thermal efficiency compared to conventional IC engines. However, an efficiency improvement has not thus far been demonstrated in published test data. The thermodynamic studies reviewed suggest that split-cycle engines should be more efficient than conventional four-stroke engines. Reasons why increased thermal efficiency is not realised in practice could be due to practical compromises, or due to inherent architectural split-cycle engine design limitations. It was found that the number of split-cycle engine patents has increased significantly over recent years, suggesting an increased commercial interest in the concept since the possibility of increased efficiency becomes more desirable and might outweigh the drawbacks of practical challenges.
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A Review of Split-Cycle Engines

Introduction

With ever growing concern over fossil fuel depletion and environmental damage from engine emissions, there are increased pressures on manufacturers to produce cleaner, more efficient engines. This has driven an increased desire to investigate alternative engine concepts. One such concept is the split-cycle engine.

The term ‘Split-Cycle Engine’ refers to a type of IC engine where the conventional four-stroke cycle is executed over two cylinders. The intake and compression strokes take place in a first cylinder. The compressed gas is then delivered to a second cylinder where the expansion and exhaust strokes take place.

Split-cycle engines are of interest because they potentially possess distinct advantages over the widely used conventional four-stroke engine. The act of splitting the cycle over two cylinders opens up a variety of possibilities that are not achievable if the cycle is contained within one cylinder. These possibilities include using exhaust heat recovery to add heat at the end of the compression stroke, e.g. between the cylinders, as well as using a different compression ratio to expansion ratio. By utilizing these factors, as well as others, it is postulated by some authors that the split-cycle could exceed the performance of a conventional engine in terms of thermal efficiency. Other potential benefits include reduced emissions compared to conventional engines.

Contained within this paper is a review of existing work relating to split-cycle engines. The aim of this paper is to assess split-cycle engine designs and prototypes within the context of their efficiency and emissions, which are key primary drivers for engine design in today’s environment. Special attention is also paid to practical challenges associated with the design of split-cycle engines. The first section presents an overview of split-cycle engine operation. Following this, historical split-cycle designs are presented and discussed. The existing prototypes and accompanying test data are reviewed, along with the corresponding claims about the various engines considered. The paper continues with a discussion of the most recent split-cycle engine designs, which indicates the possible future for split-cycle engine development. The paper concludes with a discussion of other simulation work on split-cycle operation and a summary of the various claims made regarding split-cycle engines.
Split–Cycle Engine Overview

A split-cycle engine is a type of IC engine in which the processes of a four-stroke cycle are performed over two separate cylinders. The intake and compression strokes are performed in a first cylinder, usually referred to as the compressor. The expansion and exhaust strokes are performed in a second cylinder, usually referred to as the expander. The means by which the two cylinders communicate may vary between different engine designs.

The earliest found design of a split-cycle engine was the reciprocating Gas Engine, made in 1872 by George Brayton [1], and is discussed later. In 1906 the ‘Dolphin engine’, as shown in Figure 1, was built by Harry Ricardo [2] and was used in marine applications. However, at this time the term ‘split-cycle’ was not used, instead the invention was said to operate a two-stroke cycle. The earliest found use of the term ‘split-cycle’ is from 1957 to describe an invention by Robert Black [3]. Following this, many still referred to these types of engines in other ways, such as ‘split-combustion engines’ or ‘two-stroke regenerative cycles’ [4]. Today, the term split-cycle is widely used to categorise this type of engine after popularisation of the term, for example by the Scuderi Group [5].

![Figure 1 Ricardo Dolphin Engine (Photograph used with permission of Ricardo UK Ltd)](image)

A typical split-cycle engine is shown schematically in Figure 2. Many similarities exist between split-cycle engines and other engines or cycles. A split-cycle engine has a ‘hot’ and a ‘cold’ cylinder, similar to a Stirling engine. However, split-cycle engines are internal combustion engines whereas the heat is applied externally to a Stirling engine. Given this definition, another example of a split-cycle engine around the time of
Brayton would be Hirsch’s engine, 1874 [6]. However, the bulk of the working fluid is passed straight through a split-cycle engine such that it operates an open cycle, which distinguishes them from closed cycle Stirling-type engines. For the purposes of this review, a split-cycle engine is defined as an IC engine in which compression and expansion take place in separate piston-cylinder devices, and which operates an open cycle as in conventional IC engines.

For this reason, the split-cycle is comparable to Brayton cycle engines such as the gas turbine, in which compression and expansion take place in separate devices, with combustion taking place between. The split-cycle differs in that piston-cylinder devices are used rather than turbomachinery and thus can have higher compression/expansion ratios without need for multiple stages. Additionally, combustion in a split-cycle engine is intermittent and takes place in a confined volume meaning higher peak temperatures can be tolerated and combustion does not necessarily take place at constant pressure as in the thermodynamic Brayton cycle.

![Figure 2 Schematic of a Split-cycle Engine](image)

In order to provide context to the discussion of the various engine designs considered in this review, the basic operating stages of the split-cycle will now be outlined. The stages of the cycle are depicted in Figure 3 and are considered as:

1. Fresh charge is inducted into the compression cylinder;
2. Charge is compressed in the compression cylinder. Near the top of the compression stroke, the first crossover valve opens allowing the compressed charge to be passed into the crossover passage;

3. The second crossover valve opens when the expansion piston is near top dead centre (TDC) to allow the pre-compressed charge into the expansion cylinder;

4. Combustion is initiated some duration after TDC in the expansion cylinder. The combustion event may, or may not, overlap with the crossover valve opening time (stage 3). The combustion event forces the expansion piston down producing useful work as the gas is expanded;

5. The exhaust valve opens when the expansion piston is near bottom dead centre (BDC) and the combustion gases are expelled from the cylinder as the expansion piston returns towards TDC.

In some early designs of split-cycle engines combustion was meant to occur in the crossover passage. However, no prototype engines of this combustion method are known to exist. This is probably due to practical constraints because of thermal loading issues.

![Figure 3 Stages in a Split-cycle](image)

A split-cycle has added flexibility over a conventional four-stroke engine since the cycle events are not bound to one cylinder. This added flexibility allows utilisation of the features listed below to possibly increase performance compared to a four-stroke engine [7]. The potential benefits of these effects compared to alternatives are shown in Figure 4.

1. Reduced compression work by cooling the compression cylinder;
2. Miller-cycle type operation by relative sizing of cylinders optimising compression ratio and expansion ratio;
3. Recovery of exhaust gas heat between the two cylinders, as depicted in Figure 5.

**Figure 4** Incremental potential brake thermal efficiency improvement of various engine technologies [8]

**Figure 5** Example of Exhaust Heat Recovery Implementation on a Split-cycle Engine
A Review of Split-Cycle Engines

A significant number of split-cycle designs have been proposed since the first from 1872. In this review the key examples are selected for discussion. Attention has been paid to design features that are unique to split-cycle engines and the discussion focusses on the various claims made about the split-cycle engine.

Firstly, Brayton’s reciprocating gas engine will now be discussed [1]. Although now associated with gas turbines, Brayton’s efforts concerned reciprocating piston engines. His gas engine design is shown in Figure 6. This design differs from all others discussed in that it is double acting, meaning the compressor and expander are on opposite sides of the same cylinder. Air and gas are drawn into the compressor, then the compressed mixture is delivered to the pressure reservoir. It can be seen that the pressure reservoir, which in this case is the crossover passage, is large relative to the cylinder volumes. In some recent split-cycle designs the crossover passage volume is claimed to be an important parameter, as discussed later. The compressed fuel and air mixture is drawn into the expander past a constant flame jet where it is ignited. Wire meshes were used to try and prevent the flame from propagating back through the pressure reservoir. Combustion occurred at (near) constant pressure at a pressure below that of the reservoir, with the crossover valve open. The combustion products expanded once the crossover expander inlet valve had closed. While using gaseous fuel the engine suffered from backfiring so future engines used liquid fuels that were added as the mixture flowed into the expander. Many of the Brayton engines built were of the two-cylinder single acting type, not double acting as shown in Figure 6. The engine was hindered by low compression ratios, excessive throttling losses, and low mechanical efficiency. This resulted in a thermal efficiency around 7% which meant it was unable to compete with Otto’s four-stroke engine that emerged a few years later [1].
Webb’s 1913 split-cycle engine [9], shown in Figure 7, consists of two cylinders, a compressor and expander, connected via a crossover passage. This is the most fundamental design of a split-cycle engine. A phase angle is included between the cylinders such that the expander leads the compressor by about 45 degrees of crankshaft rotation. In Figure 7 the compression piston is shown to be travelling up, while the expansion piston is beginning its descent. In this particular design, combustion occurs in the crossover passage, which then expands in the expansion cylinder. This implies that the crossover passage would need to be suitably sized such that there is not an excessive amount of residual combustion gases remaining in the passage prior to the next cycle. Interestingly, the expansion cylinder is larger than the compression cylinder. Whilst the reasoning for this is not given in the description of the design, it highlights one of the potential advantages of split-cycle operation. Unlike a four-stroke engine, the expansion ratio can be larger than the compression ratio to give a Miller cycle effect, allowing more work to be extracted from a given compressed charge. Another interesting feature of this design is the use of storing compressed air in a tank, denoted by ‘D’ in Figure 7. The stored air was used to start the engine. The concept of storing compressed air has been revisited in more recent split-cycle designs to greater effect, given the advances in control systems, these will be discussed later.
The design by Black in 1957 [3] is the earliest found use of the term ‘split-cycle engine’. This design differs from many that will be discussed in that it has a V-type arrangement and uses a rotary sleeve valve. These differences are not fundamental to the cycle itself but may offer some advantages in terms of packaging and airflow. The most crucial difference is that the compressor is external to the engine, so both the cylinders shown in Figure 8 are expansion cylinders. It was suggested that the compressor can be driven separately and therefore at a different speed to the expansion pistons. The compressor speed can be adjusted to maintain a pressure vessel (not shown) at constant pressure. This pressure vessel then supplies charge to the engine.

It is pointed out by Black that thermal efficiency is a function of the expansion ratio, and the split-cycle design allows setting a high expansion ratio independent of the compressor. Additionally, the split-cycle arrangement enables an optimally designed compressor without the concern of autoignition, as in conventional premixed charge spark ignition engines, since there is no fuel present at the compression stage. High thermal efficiency is promoted as the main advantage of this design. Other advantages include enabling a small piston clearance volume, such that less residual gas remains in the cylinder, allowing more inducted gas and potentially greater volumetric efficiency.

The notion of using one compressor at a higher speed to deliver air to multiple expansion cylinders also seems advantageous for packaging and weight. Also, if each
power stroke gives similar power to that of a four-stroke cylinder, this would result in a more power dense engine since there is one power stroke every crankshaft revolution.

A series of patents applied for by General Motors Corporation, 1974-1975 [10, 11, 12] describe more split-cycle engine designs. The latest of these integrates the crossover passage with the expansion cylinder, where previously the crossover passage was completely separated from the two cylinders with valves [10]. The transfer port would therefore contain a large amount of residual combustion gas at the end of the exhaust process. The charge from the compression cylinder would be mixed with this residual gas forming up to 50% of the mixture. The main claimed benefit of this design is to reduce the formation and therefore emissions of Nitrogen Oxides (NO\textsubscript{x}). However, this effect can also be achieved by using, for example, exhaust gas recirculation (EGR). In the design description, it was acknowledged that the transfer passage and the additional valve will reduce volumetric efficiency compared to a conventional engine.

There are no claims for higher power or efficiency, the focus was primarily for lower NO\textsubscript{x} emissions. It can be seen that the rationale behind this engine is different to that of Black’s design, in that Black aimed to exhaust as much of the combustion products as possible to increase volumetric efficiency and had not considered emissions specifically.
In Ruiz’s study on regenerative engines [4], further summaries of designs can be found. While the focus of the study was regenerative engines, many of the engines which are discussed may be classified as split-cycle engines. One engine of interest in the study is Stang’s engine [13]. While this design does not strictly adhere to the split-cycle definition, it is of interest because it is one of the few designs that has been built and it shares many features of a split-cycle engine. Combustion takes place in the expander as the compressed charge is passed from the regenerator into the expansion cylinder with all valves closed. It was proposed that on the upward stroke of the expansion cylinder, as the combustion products are passed through the regenerator, the exhaust valve would open and 10-20% of the working fluid would be exhausted. In the same stroke, this would be followed by the intake valve opening, where this 10-20% of the fluid is replaced by fresh air. Ruiz states that the engine had disappointing results, ‘The main problem was pushing the fuel and air mixture into the expansion cylinder during the time allotted to it’ [4]. This suggests there may be air flow issues and low volumetric efficiencies associated with this type of engine.
Existing Split-cycle Engines

There are few existing examples of split-cycle engine prototypes. Given that the concept has been around for over 100 years, the few functioning examples is surprising and suggests that there may be significant practical challenges with these engines. However, the requirements of engines have significantly changed since many early split-cycle designs. Fuel consumption, directly linked to CO$_2$ emissions, and minimisation of harmful NO$_x$, PM, and HC emissions are now primary considerations for engine design because of environmental concerns and regulations. This was not the case historically which could explain the absence of split-cycle engines in the past as the practical challenges outweighed the potential benefits of improved fuel economy and/or reduced emissions. With increasing environmental pressures, the potential benefits of split-cycle operation are more appealing to engine designers. The split-cycle concept has been revisited in recent years possibly because the benefits/drawbacks trade-off has shifted to a point where the concept warrants thorough investigation.

The split-cycle engines which do exist, or have recently existed, will now be discussed. Test data is presented where available. Also, the various claims for the benefits and drawback to the split-cycle are also presented.
Ruiz’s Engine

Following a thermodynamic study by Ruiz, which will be discussed later, a test engine was built and findings presented [14]. A schematic of the engine configuration is given in Figure 11. Notably, there was a porous ceramic matrix inside the combustion cylinder. This was used to recover exhaust heat. As exhaust gas leaves the combustion cylinder it passes through and loses heat to the regenerator, which is then picked up by incoming air-fuel mixture from the transfer pipe.

The main finding of Ruiz’s tests was ultimately that the engine did not produce any useful work. Once the regenerator heated up, the air-fuel mixture would ignite before the regenerator. This meant that the regenerator worked in the reverse direction to that which was intended, resulting in the engine producing zero, or negative work. Other concerns with the design included the need to run at very low speeds (typically below 600 rpm) to allow time for regeneration. Very lean (40:1 air/fuel ratio) mixtures were required to limit the surface temperature of the regenerator to 1100°C. Perhaps more interestingly, Ruiz states that the engine could produce only a small amount of positive shaft work when the regenerator was removed. This suggests that not all of the problems encountered were caused by the regenerator. It was also found that the peak cylinder pressure in the compression cylinder was only 2 bar absolute. This was attributed to a large ‘dead volume’ in the cylinder head and in the transfer pipe. It was retrospectively suggested that using an external dedicated compressor would be a better option.

Figure 11 Ruiz’s engine, 1993 [14]
Scuderia Split-cycle Engine

Scuderia Group Ltd has registered over 200 patents relating to split-cycle engines up to the time of writing, the first being in 2003 [15]. The Scuderia engine first fired in 2009 and the engine is shown schematically in Figure 12. Scuderia group outlined some of the design features and findings from the engine design and testing in a series of papers from 2011-2012 [5, 16, 17, 18].

The design, as described in the first paper [5], can be seen as the split-cycle in its most basic form, and is not too distant from Webb’s 1913 design [9]. This is because it uses none of the unique split-cycle benefits listed earlier by Dong [7]. A small volume ratio, expansion cylinder to compression cylinder, of 0.88 was used. The ratio is the opposite of what would be expected for a Miller cycle operation, instead using a larger compressor cylinder for ‘cylinder supercharging’.

Following building and testing of the engine, the claimed benefits of the Scuderia engine can be summarised as follows:

1. Increased flexibility in optimising processes;
2. Ability for Miller cycle type operation, or cylinder supercharging, by using different cylinder volumes;
3. Increased charge motion leading to enhanced, faster combustion;
4. Reduced likelihood of autoignition;
5. Ability for pneumatic (air) hybridisation;
6. Reduced NOx emissions, compared to conventional engines using EGR.
While elsewhere it is claimed there is better fuel efficiency than Otto-cycle engines [20], this is omitted from the technical papers published by the Scuderi Group, and no definitive value for the efficiency of the engine is given. However, it is said a brake thermal efficiency is expected to be less than the 32% value predicted [5], which does not exceed the efficiency of conventional engines. In short, the published test data does not show a thermal efficiency advantage over conventional engines.

Test results can be seen in Figure 13, comparing simulated to measured brake mean effective pressure (BMEP) data. The test data fell short of the simulation predictions. Taking the highest measured BMEP value for each operating speed, a reducing trend in BMEP can be seen as the speed increases. This suggests that air flow through the engine is restricted, most likely due to the crossover passage and restrictive crossover valves. Also, it can be seen that the BMEP values are relatively low compared to conventional naturally aspirated engines, which are typically 8.5-10.5 bar [21].

![Figure 13 Simulation predictions and test data of IMEP and BMEP vs. Engine Speed, Scuderi engine, 2011 [5]](image)

The results from the Scuderi group’s testing highlights a trade-off in the expansion cylinder design. ‘For efficiency reasons, it is clearly preferable to achieve combustion as close as possible to TDC, however in the [Scuderi] engine this has to be traded off against the need for adequate [crossover] valve opening duration’ [5]. The expander side crossover valve closes around 25° ATDC. This leads to a need to have combustion initiated while the expander side crossover valve is still open, and combustion after TDC. The effect of late combustion can be seen in Figure 14. The second pressure peak was achieved approximately 35-40° after TDC.
Considering how in the split-cycle expander charge is inducted and ignited in the same downward stroke, its operation is similar to that of the Lenoir IC engine. The Lenoir engine, made in 1860, was the first commercially successful IC engine [1]. It operated as a two-stroke SI engine in which as the piston descended from TDC a mixture of air and gas was inducted. The intake valve closed some time before halfway through the stroke. The mixture was then ignited raising the cylinder pressure and expansion took place in the second half of the stroke. The combustion products were exhausted as the piston returned to TDC. The late combustion meant expansion was very incomplete which was one reason, among many, for the low thermal efficiency (around 4%) [1]. However, the key difference in the case of the split-cycle is of course that the inducted charge is pre-compressed and pre-heated, not atmospheric. While the expander induction event in the Scuderi engine is much shorter than the Lenoir engine, the fundamental induction/combustion trade-off remains.

In the Scuderi engine, combustion after TDC is credited for the low NO\textsubscript{x} emissions, as there are lower peak cylinder temperatures.

Other reported difficulties and issues found with the Scuderi engine included:

1. Losses across crossover valves;
2. Energy losses due to heat conduction through crossover port walls;
3. Thermal management and thermal loading due to having one cold cylinder, and one hot cylinder;
The timing of the crossover valves is also of concern with a split-cycle engine. Valve events used by Scuderi are shown in Figure 15. There is little time available for the crossover valve events. Each crossover valve is only open for 30-40° crank angle, resulting in valve accelerations similar to motorsport engines [16]. In addition, the valves have to be opened, and also remain closed, against large pressure differences between the port and the cylinder. In order to actuate the crossover valves mechanically for such a short duration a large diameter cam as shown in Figure 16 was required. Since the crossover valves open very close to TDC and the cylinders have a high geometric compression ratio, the valves must open outward and away from the piston, unlike conventional engines that open towards the piston.

![Figure 15 Scuderi engine valve lift profiles, 2011 [5]](image1)

![Figure 16 Scuderi crossover valve actuation assembly, 2011 [16] (annotations added)](image2)
The concept of air hybridisation opens up more possibilities for a split-cycle engine [18]. This concept makes use of an additional tank which can store excess compressed air, shown in Figure 17. Regenerative braking of a vehicle can potentially be achieved by disabling the expansion cylinder (achieved by keeping the expander crossover valve closed) and the recuperated braking power used to drive the compressor to deliver air to the storage tank. The stored compressed air can then be used to drive the expander cylinder when required.

This method would require at least two stage variable valve actuation (VVA) for the crossover valves, which already have a number of difficulties associated with them, as mentioned earlier. Mild electric hybridisation can be used as an alternative. The use of Integrated Starter-Generators (ISG) is already a proven method [22]. Mild electric hybridisation has potential to store larger amounts of energy with batteries, compared to air hybrid concepts. Batteries are more energy dense than a practical compressed air tank. However, an air hybrid is more suited to frequent and fast charge-discharge cycles, as its storage capacity will not decay over time like a battery.

![Figure 17 Scuderi air hybrid arrangement, 2012 [18]](image)

In a simulation study the Scuderi group found that the use of a turbocharged split-cycle configuration with a downsized compression cylinder, enabling Miller-cycle operation, would give fuel consumption levels comparable with the best production gasoline engines, with best values of brake specific fuel consumption ~240 g/kWh given [18]. The air hybridisation would give additional efficiency benefits, depending on the mode of operation. This is yet to be proven in practice.
**Stationary Power Generation ‘IsoEngine’**

The IsoEngine was a large capacity (175 litre), compression ignition engine developed by RWE npower, beginning in 1992. A demonstrator was built and tested at Ricardo between 2001-2003 [23]. The rights to the engine were sold to Mitsui Engineering and Shipbuilding in 2003. After various issues, the IsoEngine was discontinued in late 2004 [24].

This engine aimed to take full advantage of the separation of cylinders by actively cooling the charge in the compression cylinder and including exhaust heat recovery. The IsoEngine is characterised by two main features, isothermal compression and isobaric combustion. Isothermal compression is achieved through injecting liquid water into the compression cylinder at a rate such that temperature is kept constant. Isobaric combustion arises from combustion taking place in an expanding cylinder [25].

Key claimed benefits include [23, 26]:

1. 60% electrical efficiency predicted, higher than conventional engines;
2. Lower NO\(_x\), and CO\(_2\) emissions compared to conventional large engines.

As seen with the Scuderi engine, the IsoEngine also has combustion occurring while the crossover valve, or expander inlet valve, is open. The expansion cylinder inlet valve is open from TDC to 40° ATDC, and combustion occurs from TDC to 50° ATDC. However, this was not reported to be a problem.
Near isothermal compression was demonstrated by testing at 410 rpm [27]. However, the method of isothermal compression severely limits the operating speed of the engine, as time is needed for heat transfer from the air to the injected water. Most of the water is not evaporated because the temperatures remain low. The water is instead separated from the air downstream of the compressor to be cooled and reused. The mass of water injected is approximately three times the mass of the air that it is cooling [25].

![Figure 19 IsoEngine crossover valve concept [25]](image)

While the Scuderi engine used a mechanical camshaft to operate the crossover valves, the IsoEngine uses 'bounce valves', shown in Figure 19. The valve is attached to a piston which is exposed to an upper pressure and lower pressure reservoir. The valve opens when this pressure difference is overcome by the pressure difference between the cylinder and the crossover port. This overcomes the challenges of a mechanical camshaft, but the crossover valves were found to be restrictive causing lower than expected volumetric efficiencies, of around 85%, even at the low operating speeds. It was suggested that higher compression ratios should be used, than the value of 25:1 on the IsoEngine [24].

Realisation of the predicted 60% efficiency was not achieved for several reasons, mainly because of trade-offs with thermal management but also due to the restrictive crossover valves and poor combustion. It was concluded that ‘the [demonstrator] did not reach a significant power output due to poor combustion’ [27]. A significant amount of smoke was produced by the engine despite there being more than enough air available for combustion. This suggests poor air-fuel mixing, which was also found on the Scuderi group’s engine, which produced high levels of carbon monoxide.

Thermal management of the expansion cylinder was a challenge. This is because the inlet air temperature to the expansion cylinder was around 700°C, so there was no
thermal relief from low temperature inlet air as occurs in a four-stroke engine. Combustion temperatures were limited by a combination of using a lean mixture ($\lambda=1.56$), combustion after TDC and having large quantities of water vapour present in the charge air. However, there was still consistently high temperatures in the expansion cylinder. A Nimonic alloy was required for the piston crown. Also, an advanced austenitic steel alloy NF709 was needed for the heat exchanger to tolerate temperatures up to 750°C [28].

Example test results at 367 rpm gave net indicated power of 266 kW, and shaft power of 136 kW, for a fuel mass flow rate of 17.7 g/s [24]. This is calculated by the present authors to give 2.5 bar indicated mean effective pressure (IMEP) and, assuming the fuel to be regular diesel with a 42500 kJ/kg lower heating value, gives an indicated fuel conversion efficiency of 35.4%. IMEP is most appropriately defined below.

$$IMEP = \frac{\text{net indicated cycle work per cycle}}{\text{total swept volume (compressors + expanders)}}$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Eq. 1}

This implies a split-cycle engine of the same mean effective pressure as a conventional four-stroke engine will give more power as the cycle takes place over one crank revolution, rather than two as per conventional four-stroke engines. The IsoEngine was reported to be discontinued due to mechanical problems with many of the new components such as the ‘bounce valves’ and thermal loading caused by temperature gradients between cylinders. Sealing issues with the compressor cylinder also caused water leaks into the crankcase when the engine speed was increased to 600 rpm, imposing speed limitations. A more recent analytical study published in 2015 [7] gave the IsoEngine a slightly lower brake thermal efficiency prediction of 53%.

**Tour Engine**

The Tour Engine [29, 30] is still undergoing development at the time of writing, with the most recent reported prototype being operational in 2012 [31]. A unique feature of this split-cycle engine is the opposed piston arrangement, depicted in Figure 20. The arrangement allows minimisation of the crossover passage size between the cylinders, reducing pressure losses and increasing efficiency of the charge transfer process. While the arrangement will affect each process, the cycle which the working fluid undergoes is fundamentally the same as the Scuderi engine.
The key claimed advantage of the Tour Engine is increased thermal efficiency, described as a 'quantum leap' compared to conventional four-stroke engines [31]. This is primarily attributed to the effect of using a larger expansion cylinder to give more complete expansion and therefore reduced exhaust losses, as per the Miller cycle. It is also claimed that less energy is lost to the cooling system because less cooling is needed, increasing efficiency. The claim is at odds with the previously discussed designs where thermal management presented significant challenges. It can be seen in Figure 20 that the engine is air-cooled. This could suggest the engine has a low power density omitting the need for a demanding cooling system as described for the IsoEngine. While it is claimed that the engine is more efficient, there appears to be no published results to substantiate this claim.

The second significant claimed advantage of the engine is a reduction in emissions. This includes CO₂, CO, NOₓ and HC. Again, there are no known published test results to support this.

One other notable feature of the engine can be concluded from the interesting compression cylinder pressure-volume trace in shown Figure 21, showing that the crossover valve must close before TDC.
Modern Split-cycle Designs

Over recent years, there has been a significant increase in the number of patents concerning split-cycles. At the very least this shows there is an increased commercial interest around split-cycle engines. This is probably due to the possibility of the split-cycle increasing IC engine efficiency which is of increasing importance to engine designers. Some of the more recent designs will now be discussed. These are recent designs for which entire engine prototypes are not known to exist, unlike the fully working Scuderi and Tour engines.

Variable Engine Modes

Caterpillar Inc. has several patents regarding Split-cycle engines. The earliest being from 1996 [32], which describes a split-cycle engine with an additional expansion cylinder placed after the combustion cylinder. The most recent split cycle designs, from 2014 [33, 34], describe added control methods to improve the cycle. The design has a series of cylinders that can either operate as a compressor or expander depending on the needs of the engine. Each cylinder is connected to the intake manifold, exhaust manifold and a transfer (cross-over) manifold, as shown in Figure 22. In compressor mode, the cylinder draws from the intake manifold and pumps into the transfer manifold. In the combustion mode, the cylinder intakes from the transfer manifold and discharges to the exhaust manifold. It is claimed this can solve a lot of the heat distribution and thermal loading issues usually present in split-cycle engines by alternating between compressor and combustor. A limitation of this design is that the compressor and expander cylinders are identical, therefore the compression ratio...
must equal expansion ratio. A similar design by Ford Global Technologies from 2002 is said to increase the power output by using compression cylinders to supercharge the engine [35].

Figure 22 Caterpillar Inc, Fiveland’s engine, 2014 [33] (annotations added)

‘CryoPower’ Split-cycle Engine

At the time of writing, the CryoPower engine is undergoing development by Ricardo plc and the University of Brighton [36]. The cycle and structure is very similar to that of the IsoEngine [22-27] in that heat recovery and isothermal compression are used. However, the CryoPower engine is designed for a different application to that of the IsoEngine. The CryoPower engine is targeted at heavy duty vehicles, such as long haul trucks, whereas the IsoEngine was designed for stationary power generation. This suggests that the IsoEngine showed potential despite its shortcomings.

To adapt the concept for automotive applications the isothermal compression is achieved through injecting liquid Nitrogen (LN$_2$) into the compression cylinder, instead of water. The LN$_2$ could be produced on-board by a liquid nitrogen generator driven by the engine or carried in a dedicated tank like those used to store liquefied natural gas (LNG) on many trucks [37]. Features that created issues on the IsoEngine, such as the crossover ‘bounce valves’, are again proposed on this engine. Other unique features to this design include a variable ratio transmission between the compressor and expansion cylinders meaning they can be driven at different speeds; thus enabling varying degrees of cylinder supercharging to be used [38].

Similar to the IsoEngine, it is predicted that the CryoPower engine will have 60% thermal efficiency [37], significantly exceeding current IC engine technology. Predicted
high efficiency is achieved through cold compression, exhaust heat recovery and turbocharging.

![Ricardo 'CryoPower' engine schematic, 2014](image-url) (annotations added)

As the most recent prototype found, a single cylinder, 1.125 litre, compression ignition combustor prototype was built and tested [37, 8]. The combustor is effectively the expansion cylinder of a split-cycle engine and is designed to work in the context of the CryoPower engine. Heated, compressed air is supplied to the cylinder by a separate subsystem to create the environment in which the combustor would operate. This allowed for a detailed investigation of split-cycle combustion, which was found to be a significant challenge on the IsoEngine. For this research engine some practical challenges that would normally be present are avoided, such as mechanical actuation of the crossover valves where an electro-hydraulic system was used.

Stable combustion was demonstrated at 800 rpm and 1200 rpm with typical diesel fuel, despite retarded combustion timing as required in a split-cycle engine. It was also found that the heat release rate was faster than in conventional diesel engines. A large pressure differences across the inlet valve gave a high velocity flow of inducted air leading to rapid mixing between the air and fuel. The high initial heat release was attributed to a high proportion of pre-mixed fuel and air.

Interestingly in this prototype, the process of air being inducted to the cylinder occurs in a short time before TDC and therefore the combustion timing can be advanced, with peak pressure being achieved approximately 5-20° ATDC as shown in Figure 24. In contrast, the Scuderi engine inducted air mostly after TDC, giving more retarded
combustion timing, with peak pressure being achieved 30-40° ATDC as shown in Figure 14. Although induction before TDC enables combustion phasing to be advanced, allowing more work to be extracted during expansion, it is achieved at the cost of additional compression work as the piston returns to TDC. This trade-off leads in favour of more retarded induction and combustion timing, in Figure 24 the pressure trace labelled as ‘13’ (dashed lines) gave a torque of 94.3 Nm, compared to 58.8 Nm for trace ‘06’ (solid lines).

![Figure 24 Experimental single cylinder combustor pressure trace at 800 rpm [8]](image)

Similar to findings on the Scuderi engine, it was stated that ‘the challenge is to induct hot high pressure charge air close to top dead centre into the combustion cylinder and then inject and burn the fuel before the piston has travelled significantly down the expansion stroke’[8]. While high velocity inlet flow is beneficial in terms of mixing and heat release rate, it is indicative of this deeper challenge associated with these engines. The large pressure differences across the inlet valve mean the flow is initially choked. In conventional engines, increasing engine speed will increase the pressure difference across the valve, and therefore increase the flow rates which partly offsets the reduced time for induction. In the split-cycle, the flow choke limit means increasing engine speed will not increase the initial flow rate through the valve. Additionally, as engine speed is increased less time is available for induction and combustion, and maintaining stable combustion in a rapidly expanding volume is a challenge. These factors suggest there will be engine speed limitations when trying to ensure there is enough time for induction.
The test data provided shows evidence of significant engine speed limitations. Comparing results at 1200 rpm to 800 rpm for the most retarded combustion timing, which allows for most air to be inducted, air flow reduced by 40%. The air flow rate reduced despite longer valve opening times in terms of crank angle and higher upstream pressure at the higher speed. Also, start of injection was much earlier at higher speed, -7.5 ° ATDC compared to 3° ATDC, likely to allow time for combustion. This in turn advances the induction timing and will negatively affect fuel consumption as recompression of the fluid takes place before TDC. The apparent limitations to engine speed may result in a low power density engine.

The data obtained from this testing was used to provide empirical data to support simulations which calculate that brake efficiencies approaching 60% are achievable, which exceeds current heavy duty diesel engines with thermal efficiencies around 45%.

**Split-cycle with four-stroke combustion cylinder**

Some recent designs combine dedicated compression and expansion cylinders, as in a split-cycle, with cylinders operating on a four-stroke cycle. The following can be considered split-cycles in that compression and expansion take place in separate cylinders, with combustion taking place some time between. However, these engines fundamentally differ from those previously discussed because combustion takes place in a four-stroke cylinder as opposed to a two-stroke expander or in a crossover passage. These have been included in the review as they aim to address similar problems to the conventional split-cycle, such as independent optimisation of the compression and expansion processes. These engines may be considered as an intermediate between conventional four-stroke cycles and conventional split-cycles, and as such warrant a brief discussion.

The earliest known example of an engine of this type is that by Rudolf Diesel in 1887 [39]. Diesel’s ‘Series XIV Compound Engine’ consisted of two four-stroke cylinders with an additional double acting cylinder which functioned as a compressor and expander. According to Cummins [39] the greatest issue with the engine was the extremely high heat loss which occurred during gas transfer from the high pressure four-stroke cylinder and the low pressure expander. This lead to double the fuel consumption of Diesel’s Series XV engine which ran earlier than the compound engine.
and featured no second expansion stroke. As technology has advanced, the concept has been revisited. Some of these recent designs will now be discussed.

For example, Volvo Truck Corporation designs, 2015 [40, 41], demonstrate the combination of four-stroke and split-cycle features. The main intention of these engine configurations is to increase engine efficiency. This is achieved through having one or more stages of cold compression and fully expanding exhaust gases to atmospheric pressure through secondary expansion cylinders. In the engine design shown in Figure 25, three compression stages are used [40]. The primary compressors complete a first compression stage, and an intermediate compressor completes a second compression stage. The pre-compressed air is then transferred to the four-stroke cylinders where an additional compression stage takes place. Combustion takes place as in a conventional four-stroke cycle and the partially expanded gases are transferred to secondary expanders which extract more work from the combustion gases thus theoretically improving fuel efficiency.

A similar design from General Motors, 2013 [42], is depicted in Figure 26 and states the added benefit for reducing emissions. Similarly, a design from Honda Motor Co, 2017 [43], features separate compressor, power and expander cylinders with the aim of improving cycle efficiency.
The five-stroke concept [44] consists of a conventional four-stroke cycle, followed by a further expansion in a low-pressure two-stroke expander. While this is a more significant departure from the split-cycle concept as there is no two-stroke compressor, the five-stroke has potential advantages of a second expansion stroke through increasing the effective expansion ratio. The Ilmor five-stroke engine [45] is a practical example of this concept and consists of two four-stroke cylinders which transfer the partially expanded combustion products to a secondary expander. The five-stroke prototype has demonstrated a 226 g/kWh which is equivalent to a 36.1% fuel efficiency, with pre-catalyst emissions in line with typical SI engines. Durrett [46] assessed the potential benefits of a second expansion stroke, as in the five-stroke concept, compared with conventional four-stroke engines of the same rated power. Experiments showed a 1.1 L engine with a second expansion stroke gave an approximately 8% reduction in fuel consumption at medium/high load compared with a 1.4 L conventional turbocharged engine. Interestingly, modelling revealed that high pumping losses occurred at high load in the extended expansion concept due to the transfer stroke. The pumping work at the selected high load data point was approximately 8% of the brake shaft work, compared to just over 1% for the conventional turbocharged case. However, the energy recovered in the second expansion stroke more than compensated for these pumping losses to give a net efficiency improvement.

These engines differ from previously discussed split-cycle engines in that the combustion cylinder operates a four-stroke cycle. This avoids the previously stated challenge of inducting charge and having combustion close to TDC. Intercooling between compression stages offers a chance to reduce compression work. While this
will be to a lesser extent compared to near isothermal compression as on the CryoPower engine, isothermal compression is applicable to these engines in the two-stroke compression cylinders. Exhaust heat recovery between the cylinders is less desirable in this configuration, and intercooling is preferred instead as there is a compression stroke in the power cylinder.

A double compression expansion engine (DCEE), depicted in Figure 27, was analysed to assess the potential benefits of a cycle of this type [48] [49]. Although there are only two cylinders in this design, the low pressure (LP) cylinder doubles as a compressor and secondary expander. Simulations gave an indicated thermal efficiency of 60% and a brake thermal efficiency of 56% [48]. The motivation of this design is to simultaneously have low friction and have high peak cylinder pressures which give good indicated efficiency. Higher cylinder pressures require stiffer piston rings and larger bearings which increase frictional losses. In conventional engines, when increasing peak cylinder pressures, the larger bearings and other components which cause increased frictional losses are only necessary for a small fraction of the cycle. Additionally, as leaner air-fuel mixtures are used which can improve indicated thermal efficiency, friction becomes a higher percentage of the cycle net work.

![Figure 27 Schematic of Double Compression Expansion Engine (DCEE) concept [48]](image)

By splitting the cycle in the DCEE it is suggested that efficiency is improved for the following reasons (the relative magnitudes of these effects are shown in Figure 28):

1. Net frictional losses become smaller as the larger LP cylinder can have smaller bearings/ lower tangential load piston rings;
2. Heat losses during combustion are reduced due to a small high pressure (HP) cylinder and thus a smaller surface area;
3. Two stage expansion allows for a much larger effective expansion ratio leading to more shaft work from a given amount of fuel and therefore reduced exhaust losses.

![Figure 28 Energy balance of DCEE concept compared to CI engine with equivalent compression ratio [48]](image)

It was reported that the friction model used was simplistic, but by conservative estimates brake thermal efficiency should be in excess of 50% [48]. Also, it was found that the heat release profile had minimal effect on the brake thermal efficiency [49]. The findings of this study are yet to be proven in practice and exhaust emissions have not yet been considered. It is worth noting that a significant number of split-cycle practical challenges discussed are not present in this concept including; rapid actuation of crossover valves against large pressure differences; induction of sufficient charge into the expander at high engine speeds; thermal management of the expander due to no thermal relief of low temperature air; and initiating and maintaining stable combustion in a rapidly expanding volume.

**Additional Thermodynamic Analysis and Simulation Studies of Split-Cycle Engines**

Some studies and simulations have previously been discussed in context with their associated engine. This section includes information from other studies and extra information omitted from the previous discussion. It is apparent that there is a general lack of published information regarding the fundamental analysis of the split-cycle
itself. The analysis would be very useful in order to validate the claimed benefits of split-cycle engines.

**Regenerative Split-Cycle**

Over the period from 1989-1991, Ruiz reported the earliest significant study relating to split-cycles [4, 47, 50]. The focus of the study was in fact relating to regenerative cycles, but crosses over significantly with what are now called split-cycles. In an ideal thermodynamic analysis, the regenerative cycle has the possibility to almost double the thermal efficiency compared to conventional engines [47]. A computer model based study investigated the significance of various parameters relating to the configuration shown in Figure 29. It was concluded that an indicated thermal efficiency of >40% could be achieved with a regenerative cycle of this type [4]. Significant parameters that effect performance include the phase angle between the cylinders, where an optimum value of 45°-60° is given. This value is the crank angle degrees the expansion cylinder leads the compression cylinder. It was also found that using a larger expansion cylinder than compression cylinder made little effect on thermal efficiency, but significantly reduced mean effective pressure, therefore power. Overall, relatively low IMEP values are predicted, in the region of 3-4 bar. It was also found that a smaller crossover passage volume is beneficial. As the crossover passage volume increased, the passage approaches acting as a constant pressure plenum.

There are concerns with some of the outcomes from this study. Firstly, the crossover valve timing, which inlets gas to the expander, was briefly investigated. It was found that closing the crossover valve at varying times after TDC made relatively little difference to performance. The crossover valve was allowed to close at 180° after TDC, i.e. the valve is open for the whole combustion and expansion stroke. This is not realistic because very low performance would be expected due to back flow of the combustion gases out of the chamber.

Also of concern are the peak cylinder temperatures calculated. The study reports a value of around 6500K for stoichiometric conditions, and a very lean theoretical mixture of $\lambda=2.5$ was required to limit temperatures to 2500K. Although heat recovery is used, 6500K is still a very high temperature. It could be that this arises from the use of a constant specific heat capacity modelling assumption. This study resulted in this
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A number of studies have investigated split-cycle engines of a simpler configuration, using one crossover valve, no exhaust heat exchanger, and having a cylinder volume ratio of 1.2 (expander/ compressor). The crossover passage is incorporated into the expander. This engine configuration, shown in Figure 30, has been extensively investigated using computational fluid dynamics (CFD) modelling by the University of Pisa [51, 52]. The concept, named Split-Cycle Clean Combustion (SCCC), has also been investigated by Caterpillar and the University of Illinois using a one-dimensional model [53, 54]. The configuration is similar to that of the 1975 General Motors design [10], the aim of which was to reduce emissions.

It was found the concept gives high indicated thermal efficiencies of approximately 46% [51]. The concept also promises to significantly reduce emissions giving both soot and NOx reductions. It is stated that using this method will allow compliance with Euro 6 regulations without the need for expensive exhaust after treatment systems [52]. The reduced emissions are attributed to Homogeneous Charge Progressive Combustion (HCPC) by injecting fuel into the small crossover port.

The calculated indicated power values were in the region of 15 kW, for a 1.1 litre naturally aspirated version of the engine operating at 2000 rpm, which corresponds to

**Diesel Engine Emission Reduction**

Figure 29 Ruiz's study, model configuration, 1991 [4]
an IMEP of 4 bar. Other interesting observations of this engine include relatively low volumetric efficiencies of around 75%. No prototypes of this engine type have been reported [54].

![Figure 30 Schematic of a Four Cylinder Split Cycle Clean Combustion Engine, 2013 [54]](image)

**Concluding Discussion**

Many split-cycle engine designs have emerged over the past century. The number of split-cycle patents has increased significantly over the past decade. Despite this, very few working physical examples are known to exist based on the open published literature. Significant prototype engines have been discussed in detail in this review, and to-date no production split-cycle engines are known to exist since the Ricardo Dolphin engine from 1906.

The two most recent complete split-cycle prototypes, the Scuderi Engine and the Tour Engine, are still undergoing development at the time of writing. Key design parameters for both of these engines include the crossover passage volume, the relative size of the expander cylinder to the compressor cylinder and the phase angle between the cylinders. Across all of the published literature there is no consensus regarding the optimum combination for these parameters. There is a trend towards trying to minimise the crossover passage volume across much of the literature; however, examples such as the IsoEngine and CryoPower engine feature a large crossover passage volume. The cylinder phase angle appears to carry significant importance, yet no two designs discussed use the same phase angle. The only apparent consistency is that the expander leads the compressor. Interestingly, the recent CryoPower engine design enables the compressor and expander to run at different speeds, thus the phase angle can vary considerably between cycles and is no longer an applicable design parameter.
A summary of the various claims from the main sources is given in Table 1. The main reason for promoting the use of a split-cycle configuration is to increase thermal efficiency and/or to reduce emissions, NOx emissions in particular. Of significant concern is the belief that split-cycle engines are more efficient than conventional engines. The claim is consistently made across many sources, as well as among numerous patents. However, increased thermal efficiency is yet to be demonstrated by published test data. There appears to be a knowledge gap where fundamental analysis of the cycle itself is needed to establish why high thermal efficiencies are not being observed during experimental investigations. Reasons why increased thermal efficiency is not yet achieved could be due to practical trade-offs, or inherent architectural split-cycle engine design limitations. Successes of split-cycle development include demonstration of successful, rapid combustion in both an SI and CI concept.

It is clear from the literature that there are some concerns regarding practical aspects of a split-cycle engine. Most notably:

1. Choked flow through the crossover valve into the expansion cylinder and short available valve opening times limit the amount of charge inducted. This could lead to low volumetric efficiencies, engine speed limitations and thus low power output engines. This would suggest that appropriate applications of split-cycle engines may be limited to stationary power generation applications;

2. Achieving combustion close to TDC as combustion timing must be traded off against the required time to induct charge. Late combustion leads to low indicated efficiency and could make combustion unstable;

3. The crossover valve into the expander experiences high accelerations and opens against large pressure differences meaning high forces are required to actuate the valve;

4. Thermal management challenges as the expansion cylinder experiences constant high temperatures.

An essential step forward for the split-cycle concept is to demonstrate the claimed high thermal efficiencies through physical test data. Alternatively, analysis can be undertaken to examine why high thermal efficiencies may not be achieved in practice and to guide the development of future engines/cycles that can overcome these shortcomings.
### Table 1 Summary of split-cycle claims

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Advantages</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of heat recovery</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased Efficiency</td>
<td>✓*</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduced Emissions, NOx</td>
<td>✓*</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduced Emissions, Other</td>
<td>✓*</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faster Combustion</td>
<td>✓*</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knock resistant</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air-Hybridisation</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disadvantages</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal Management/Thermal Loading</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engine Speed Limitations</td>
<td>✓*</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low volumetric efficiencies</td>
<td>✓*</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Power/MEP</td>
<td>✓*</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valve actuation difficulties</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All claims are made in reference to conventional engines

✓ - The given claim is said to be true, relating to the given engine or study

✗ - The opposite of the claim is said to be true, relating to the given engine

* - The given claim is supported by test data
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Abbreviations

IC – Internal Combustion
SI – Spark Ignition
CI – Compression Ignition
TDC – Top Dead Centre
BDC – Bottom Dead Centre
ATDC – After Top Dead Centre
BMEP – Brake Mean Effective Pressure
IMEP – Indicated Mean Effective Pressure
MEP – Mean Effective Pressure
LP – Low Pressure
HP – High Pressure
rpm – revolutions per minute
NO\textsubscript{x} – Nitrogen Oxides
PM – Particulate Matter
CO\textsubscript{2} – Carbon Dioxide
CO – Carbon Monoxide
HC – Hydrocarbons
LN\textsubscript{2} – Liquid Nitrogen
LNG – Liquified Natural Gas
ISG – Integrated Starter Generator
VVA – Variable Valve Actuation
AFR – Air/Fuel Ratio